appendix I
ACTS OF PARLIAMENT OF SPECIAL IMPORTANCE
FOR ROADS
the highways of Britain are affected by many Acts of Parliament,
and gradually new Acts have been passed which enable them to be
brought up to modern standards. The Road Traffic Act of 1930
constituted a great step forward
It is proposed here to make brief references to five Acts which have
been passed since 1930, and which are of special importance to the
roa4 engineer. These are :
The Restriction of Ribbon Development Act, 1935.
The Trunk Roads Act, 1945.
The Town and Country Planning Act, 1947.
The Special Roads Act, 1949.
The New Streets Act, 1951.
Reference is made elsewhere to the Public Utilities Street Works
Act, 1950.
Included in this Appendix is a note on the working of the
Private Street Works Act, 1892, by means of a simple method, a
combination of " degree of benefit " and " frontage ".
the restriction of ribbon development act, 1935
This Act was passed as a result of the rapid and uncontrolled
building development along main road frontages, which took place
during the period 1930-1935 and earlier.
It provides for restrictions on this kind of development along
important roads, and in particular along Classified Roads; it gives
power to preserve amenities, including an open view from the road,
and generally to control development in the neighbourhood of roads.
Local Authorities are given powers to provide accommodation
for the parking of vehicles and to require the provisions of means of
entrance and egress from a new building for limiting interference
with traffic along the roads adjacent thereof. Under the Act the
Highway Authority may adopt for any particular road any of the
standard widths laid down; the standard widths (mentioned in the
first schedule) are 60, 80,100,120,140 and 160 ft.
The passing of the Town and Country Planning Act, 1947, has
now given much wider powers for all aspects of Town Planning than
obtained in 1935; nevertheless, some of the provisions, such as the
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